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ILIT is committed to creating innovative, customized nylon (polyamide) 6.6
solutions.

Committed to Quality and Innovation
NILIT has expertise in polymerization and compounding, as well as spinning and texturing. NILIT
offers a comprehensive range of quality products
and services for apparel and engineering thermoplastics applications. Founded in 1969 by Ennio
Levi, NILIT is a privately owned company with
headquarters in Israel.

International Customer Base
The company works closely with its international
customer base from offices in Italy, US, Germany,
France, Latin America, Asia Pacific, and in
Suzhou, China. NILIT products are sold in more
than 70 countries around the world. The company’s motto is “no customer is too small, too big or
too far away.”

Contact:
www.nilit.com

Customized Solutions
NILIT’s key competitive advantage is its people.
The company works closely with customers to
provide the right solutions and bring real value.
Fully integrated, NILIT has the technology and
development capabilities to customize solutions
and introduce original products. The company’s
products and solutions help our customers meet
the demands of their increasingly competitive
markets.
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NILIT Fibers
NILIT’s state-of-the-art spinning mills, produce a
broad spectrum of continuous filament: nylon 6.6
yarns for textile applications. At the company’s
manufacturing facilities in Israel and Europe, nylon is processed from polymerization to extrusion,
to spinning and packaging. NILIT’s in-house R&D
center develops advanced, customized yarns and
fabric concepts for customers worldwide.
Joint Ventures
NILIT’s commitment to the textile industry is evident in its investment strategy and desire to provide value for customers worldwide. Joint ventures
with HanesBrands (HNF), global manufacturer
of women’s hosiery and intimate apparel; Unifi
(UNF), global yarn processor; and Pompea S.p.A
(PNF), Italian hosiery, lingerie and activewear
manufacturer for a state-of-the-art POY production line, and the Invista fibers production facility
in Germany in 2006, the opening of NILIT’s texturing plant in China and the recent acquisition of
Nylstar’s US operations, all prove NILIT’s dedication to the Market.
NILIT Plastics
Spanning industries from automotive, to electrical components, medicine and consumer products, NILIT Plastics produces a wide variety of
nylon 6.6, nylon 6, and PBT compounds. The
company produces products for injection molding as well as extrusions, films, monofilament
spinning. NILIT’s PA6.6 fully integrated plastics
operation encompasses monomer production, polymerization, post-polymerization processing and
compounding.
Through its polymerization plant in Israel, compounding operations in Europe and China - NILIT
Euronil in Italy, NILIT Frisetta in Germany and
NILIT Plastics China – the company markets products under the trade names: Polynil® Nilamid®
Frianyl® Nilitop® Nilamon® Artex®.
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